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Abstract
Interaction potential represents a significant phenomenon affecting economic, political and social sphere
to a large extent. One of the possible interaction potential is population potential which is the object of our
study. The purpose of this article is to analyse population potential and its impact on population redistribution in the long-term historical context. We point out some implications in the changing nature of population
potential in the last 50 years as well as insight into its future trajectory. Research focuses on Stredné Považie,
one of the traditional industrial regions in Slovakia, where population potential is molded by this historical
orientation.
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Introduction
In current globalized society, interactions play
an important part, or even a necessary condition, in day to day practices of individuals
as well as the whole society, and across all
hierarchical levels, from local to international.
Thus, interaction potential represents a significant phenomenon affecting economic, political and social sphere to a large extent. All
of these interactions happen in space, whether

it is virtual or real world, and because of that
geography can be seen as the most relevant
discipline in the study of different types of spatial interactions, their organization and broader implication in society.
The concept of spatial interaction was
in geographical society introduced by American geographer Edward L. Ullman in 1954
as general denotation for the various forms
of movement of people, goods and information between certain spatial units. Thus, the
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interaction potential expresses the opportunity to interact, in other words it means possible (potential) interaction of one zone with
all other zones of the system (Bezák 2011).
However, interaction potential is quite distinct from and should not be confused with
‘potential’ in terms of the sense of capacity
for something (Rich 1980), for instance as development potential (Binek et al. 2007), but
rather perceived as a capacity of something,
for instance economic, human, environmental
potential of a certain area.
Extremely important role in terms of spatial
interaction plays a factor of distance. It is distance between zones of interaction that acts
as a barrier to a certain extent. It means that
with increasing distance the intensity and
amount of interaction is generally decreasing.
Therefore we can describe it as impedance,
fractional or braking effect of distance on interaction (Bezák 2011). In accordance with
the above mentioned statement, argument
of American geographer W.R. Tobler, specialized in the field of quantitative spatial analysis, was implemented into geography as the
first law of geography – “Everything is related
to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things” (Tobler 1970: 236).
At the same time, it cannot be neglected that
with the modernization processes and rapid
development telecommunication technologies,
the perception of geometric aspects is shifting
from looking through the distance of an area
to its accessibility (Jeřábek et al. 2004). In this
context, accessibility can be simply understood as the possibility of reaching the places
or services from another places, which can
be measured for example by distance or travel
expenses or time required for a journey (Clark
1990). Therefore we can say, that accessibility
summarizes the relative opportunity for interaction (Goodall 1987). Condeço-Melhorado
et al. (2014) add that there is no doubt that
spatial interaction is related to accessibility,
since improved accessibility will increase the
spatial interaction between places. Daily commuting to work, school, shopping and services
still remains under influence of both, distance
and accessibility, unless we include possibility
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of online education, internet shopping or employment in so called footloose industries,
where distance recedes into the background.
Moreover, when discussing population potential, the related concept of accessibility can
be useful in planning the optimum location for
such services and thus help to retain population in the certain area (Pacione 2014).
One type of interaction potential is a population or demographic potential. This model
was introduced by J.Q. Stewart (1941, 1942),
American physicist and proponent of social
physics, who has also enriched geography
of the gravity model (Bezák 2011). Both, potential and gravity model, have close conceptual,
empirical and historical associations. However, whereas the gravity model is concerned
with analysis and prediction of an observed
pattern of spatial flows, the potential model
focuses more on the opportunity for interaction between groups, created by their size and
location rather than with the interaction itself
(Rich 1980). In other words, population potential sums up the total influence of the whole
structure of population settlements weighed
by the inverse of the relative distance (Faíña
& López-Rodríguez 2006).We can intuitively
understand the concept of population potential as a measure of the demand potential that
the whole population exerts over every location within a given geographical space (Faíña
& López-Rodríguez 2003).
And it is population potential which is the
object of our study. Although, in our analysis
we draw on earlier studies and processing
of the theoretical basis of this concept, reaching back to early 1940s, we attempt to provide
its effective application also with reflection
on the current proceedings of the authors.
These authors refer on interaction models, and
especially population model, in terms of theoretical discourses (Rusnák et al. 2014), within
EU discourses (Faíña & López-Rodríguez 2003,
2006) or as an application to various cases
on present reality and future estimates (Ediev
2001; Vaňo 2014).
Specifically, the purpose of this article
is to point out the impact of the population
potential on population redistribution in the
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region Stredné Považie (Slovak Republic).
We focus on long-term development of this
phenomenon, evaluating the changes in population potential over the last 50 years while
at the same time providing an overall view
of the territorial structure of the population
potential and population redistribution within
a given geographical space. However, we attempt to provide insight not only to the former
situation in the past, but also to outline possible trends in the upcoming years, with the projection of population potential to 2021, which
is generally based on the reflection of past and
current trends into the future (Vystoupil 2003).
At the same time, we point out some implications and key features in the changing nature
of population potential in the selected case
study region. Despite the fact that our analysis
builds on a model based on the gravity forces,
we acknowledge the role of other than gravity
factors that influence patterns of population
distribution and potential in a specific area,
and thus should not be neglected. We presuppose that these factors arising from the
specifics of the region itself might differentiate
redistribution of population potential across
the regions.

Methodology applied
Already at the very end of the 1970s, Rich
(1980) emphasized that it was the human geography literature where the potential model
has appeared the most frequently, especially
as an index of the intensity of possible interaction between specific groups at different
locations. Different application of population
potential was demonstrated also in latter
work by Michniak (2002), where he points
out significant position of accessibility in this
context. Thus, utility of population potential
extends for example to study of correlation
between accessibility and another variables;
impact that changing character of the borders
has on accessibility (Gutiérrez 2001); impact
of changing urban systems on its accessibility
(Linneker & Spence 1992); study of relationship between accessibility and justice and efficiency in the provision of public services or its
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role in determining accessibility and relative
position (location) in regional development
(Keeble et al. 1982; Geertman & Ritsema Van
Eck 1995). Last but not least, population potential can be interpreted as accessibility rate
within another models, e.g. as attractiveness
of place within the model of spatial interactions (Pooler 1987).
Based on the former variation, Rich
(1980) also claims that although all applications of the potential model share the same
background, different versions of potential
models vary in three main ways: in their interpretation; in the phenomena dealt with; and
in the reasons for using them. In our context,
we work with the interpretation of this model
in terms of ‘influence’ of the population potential on population redistribution, thus we attempt to connect it with a variety of social,
economic and demographic phenomena and
demonstrate broader spatial implications.

Delimitation of case study area
Stewart and Warntz (1958) saw the status and
progress of geographical research as being
reduced by its concentration until that time
on ‘microscopic’ studies of individual areas –
case studies (in Rich 1980). Emanating from
their latter shift to ‘macroscopic’ approach
resulting in a greater level of abstraction and
generalization, we acknowledge that it is really the case study approach that serves
as a mean of securing greater understanding
of the processes operating to determine spatial relationships (ibid.).
Our case study is represented by the region
Stredné Považie, one of the traditional industrial regions in Slovakia, where population potential is molded by this historical orientation
(Fig. 1). Region comprises 5 adjacent administrative units – districts situated along the
Czech Republic-Slovakia border, with 141 municipalities. Emanating from its geographical
position in the borderland, this region could
be considered as peripheral (Máliková et al.
2015), however, thanks to its long-term historical development and industrial tradition
in engineering (built during the socialism) has
Geographia Polonica 2016, 89, 4, pp. 443-455
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Figure 1. Case study area
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been considered as one of the most progressive areas within the country, altogether with
Bratislava, Košice and Banská Bystrica thus
creating central hubs of regional development
in Slovakia (Employment Institute 2015).
For our analysis of the population potential
and its impact on population redistribution
we choose 50-year long period 1960-2011,
covering socialist era, transformation period
as well as current modern globalized society,
while calculating data for every decades according to available census data. In addition
to this, we incorporated a short-term projection of population potential and its development to 2021, revealing an interesting future
trajectory of this phenomenon. This short-term
prediction emanates from the previous demographic development and takes into account
the most probabilistic exponential population
growth. Moreover, given that past trends can
not be precisely applied to the distant future,
this kind of projection is particularly suitable
to capture future developments in the shortterm period (usually up to 10 years). In order
to determine development from the longer
perspective, a complex methods (e.g. long
term prognosis) would need to be applied.
Unlike short-term projection used in our case,
such approach, however, must inevitably consider external influences, taking into account
qualitative and quantitative changes as well
as the effect of other factors that could influence the changing nature of the population
potential (Vystoupil 2003).
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own potential (highlighted in gray), since
we include also interactions within the zone
itself. In other words, the concept of population potential must be understood as a force
or attraction which the population center (Pi )
would exert on an inhabitant located at the
point ( j) within the given geographical space
and influenced by distance between them (cij )
discourses (Faíña & López-Rodríguez 2003).
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+

¦
i
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+
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+
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When considering the population potential, we think about the interaction of people
moving and travelling via road infrastructure.
Therefore, in this context the distance is expressed as a road distance in kilometers. However, one problem occurs when considering the
distance within the own potential of the zone
itself (zone 1 from the Fig. 2). Since it is not
possible to omit distance within the zone,
or consider it as zero distance, we chose one
of the definitions of inner-zone distances used
by Bezák (2011), when inner-zone distance
is equal to half of the distance to the nearest
of the rest of the zones. As it was highlighted before, distance represents the negative

Data analysis
In our analysis, we emanate from Stewart´s
model for population (demographic) potential,
where Uj is population potential in zone j, Pi
is population in zone j and cij represents distance between two zones – i and j.
Uj

¦
i

Pi
cij

Population potential of one zone (e.g.
zone 1) is therefore the sum of partial fractions (population of the zone and the respective distance from the zone 1) as well as its

Figure 2. Example of the calculation of population potential of the zone 1
Geographia Polonica 2016, 89, 4, pp. 443-455
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influence of geographical conditions on the
intensity of the interaction in a given time and
space (Gregorová & Kusendová 2005). Emanating from this statement, we assume that
within a given geographical space, the population potential will increase with the decreasing
distance, which will result in a higher concentration of population in this area.

Empirical results
Using the above equation (Stewart´s model),
we calculated the population potential of each
of the 141 municipalities in the region. However, it is necessary to point out that in our
analysis we consider population potential only
within the border of our case study region,
thus area adjacent to the region, whether
it was another district in Slovakia or crossborder region, was not included. As a result,
interactions outside the region were neglected
because of the technical difficulty of such analysis in a broader context (with regards to the
scope to which these interactions may occur)
and potential problems with compatibility
of data for Czech Republic. On the one hand
proximity of the state border suggests possible
transport connections and border crossings
that provide new spheres for cross-border interactions. We acknowledge that location in the
borderland may actually play a key role in the
distribution of population potential, provided
that the size of population and the strength
of its potential from the opposite side of the
border would be significant, since the population potential of every zone is formed by the
fractions of population potential of other zones
as well as by its own potential. On the other
hand, as point out by Halás (2002), this is also
determined by the permeability of the border
itself with respect to the spatial composition,
structure and accessibility of settlements along
both sides of the border. Based on the above
mentioned presumption we suppose that even
inclusion of such interactions would not change
situation in our case study region to a larger
extent, especially in the neighboring municipalities in the peripheral parts of the region,
and it is simply due to physical-geographical
Geographia Polonica 2016, 89, 4, pp. 443-455
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factor, mountains, that act as a natural barrier influencing accessibility and thus relating
interactions in this area.
Results were processed cartographically
in order to provide better overview of spatial
distribution of the population potential across
the region. Individual map files show basic
values of population potential in the analyzed
period (Fig. 3), the change of the population
potential over the decades (Fig. 4) as well
as short-term projection of its possible future
trajectory (Fig. 5).
Figure 3 provides a great image of population potential in the region Stredné Považie
in the last 50 years. With increasing population in the region, population potential has begun to shape significantly and gradually developed almost continuous line across the central
part of the region, where the greatest potential
can be recognized. Such a layout emanates
from geographical conditions, where central
part of the region is located in the valley of the
river Vah crossing the entire region, unlike peripheral areas extending into the mountains
Biele Karpaty and Javorníky in northern parts
and Strážovské vrchy and Považský Inovec
in southern parts of the region. Moreover,
as it was already mentioned, our case study
region is one of the traditional industrial regions in Slovakia, where population potential
is molded by this historical orientation. This
is also reflected in ascending population potential where industrial tradition is embedded
in the place, whether it was at the beginning
of the analyzed period when mostly heavy engineering companies and weaponry were established (Mládek 1975), during the economic
(as well as industrial) transformation (Mládek
1993), or even in the last years.
At first sight, it might seems that population
potential of certain areas has increased rapidly during the last 50 years. Although, there
is obvious aggregation of population potential
in the central part of the region, we can argue that there was only slight change between
the decades from the perspective of individual
municipalities (Fig. 4). Looking at the whole region, population potential was increasing till
1980 by almost 10% during the each decade.

The impact of population potential on population redistribution in the long-term historical context …
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Figure 3. Population potential in the region Stredné Považie (1960-2011)
Geographia Polonica 2016, 89, 4, pp. 443-455
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Figure 4. Change of population potential in the region Stredné Považie (1960-2011)
Geographia Polonica 2016, 89, 4, pp. 443-455
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Figure 5. Projection of population potential in the region Stredné Považie to 2021

Since then an overall growth of population
potential has been declining, reaching nearly
7% between 1980-1991 and under 2% during 1991-2001. This trend foreshadows that
in the next few years, population potential will
stabilize and even begin to decline. This happened already between 2001-2011, although
only in a very slight form so far.
Further, we focus on revealing how the
population potential will develop in the upcoming years. Therefore, a short-term projection
to 2021 was processed (Fig. 5). It is obvious that
the core area will probably retain its position
as an area with the most significant population
potential, as it was in the previous years. As far
as the change in the next decade is concerned,
value of population potential is supposed
to decline, however, this decline should be less
pronounced and more concentrated in the
southern parts than in the previous decade.

Discussion
Spatial interaction, its structure, organization
and intensity is attracting researchers across
the scientific disciplines, including geography.

An effort to uncover the spatial context and incorporate space and scale into a way of thinking, is the privilege of geography (Rusnák et al.
2014). Population potential, as one of the interaction models, offers a great opportunity
to study space and related network of interactions and thus to reveal certain patterns
of territorial structure of population within
a given geographical areas. As highlighted
by Rich (1980), although all applications
of the potential model share the same background, they differ from each other mainly
in their interpretation, in the phenomena dealt
with and in the purpose of their application.
Thus, we may also recently encountered using population potential in different contexts.
Faíña and López-Rodríguez (2003, 2006) focus on population potential in terms of level
of development in EU, while emphasising differentiated factors operating and developing
in time. In their later work they analyzed the
effect of the EU enlargement processes on the
population potential and its spatial pattern.
An interesting insight provided Werner et al.
(2014), who point out development of population potential in the context of land use
Geographia Polonica 2016, 89, 4, pp. 443-455
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change. The authors emanate from the definition of population potential as the possibility
of interactions. In this sense, the value of the
potential at a given point is a sensitive indicator of changes, including land use changes
that occur in geographical space, particularly
in urbanised areas.
Although traditionally understood model
of population potential highlights mostly centripetal (gravity) forces, following its close conceptual, empirical and historical associations
with the gravity model (Rich 1980), we acknowledge also importance of centrifugal
forces (moving outward, pulling things, people,
activities from the center). Even more when
considering relations of industry, which as emphasised by Krugman (1999) tends to promote
rather centrifugal effects, determined mainly
by immobile factors (e.g. natural conditions),
land rents or pure external diseconomies.
However, at the same time he stresses that
sometimes it is important to distinguish between centrifugal forces that push something
out of a city and those that attract something
towards the rural environment. The opposite
is also applicable when analyzing centripetal forces. To a certain extend, manifestation of these forces can be recognized in our
case study region as well. Centrifugal effect
may be seen in the cartographic presentation, where the population potential does not
concentrate only within urban areas, however, it is distributed in a rather continuous
line along the surrounding rural areas in relative proximity to the urban centres. This trend
points out how the localization of the manufacturing companies might have a centrifugal
influence on population redistribution. This
brings us to the acknowledgement of multifactoral approach to spatial distribution of population potential. Although gravity forces seems
to dominate, other relevant factors, specific
to individual regions which may create differences should not be neglected in such studies. In the case of the analyzed region Stredné
Považie this can be interpreted as a combination of various specifics, or predispositions
of the area. First of all, it can be considered
as borderland region, thus peripheral in terms
Geographia Polonica 2016, 89, 4, pp. 443-455
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of geometrical aspects (cf. Leimgruber 2004).
Secondly, according to its natural conditions
it could be also recognized as mountain region
(based on LFA categorization). Both such conditions tend to be generally related to some
form of disadvantage (e.g. in terms of its distance and accessibility to areas central to the
“mainstream of society”). This is closely connected to the widely applied core-periphery
model. However, this kind of disadvantage
is limited here predominantly by two factors
that support each other. On the one hand, geographical location along the main transport
corridor enables this region to “stay in touch”
with the rest of the country due to its accessibility. On the other hand, log-term historical
industrial tradition capitalizing on the proximity of transport connection. Unlike its counterparts with mountain and borderland nature
in other parts of the country, these specifics
have set a new direction for this region and its
population redistribution. However, incidence
of restrictive forces emanating from the peripheral and mountainous nature of the area
can be recognized here as well, leaving peripheral, mostly remote rural areas areas characterized by rather scattered settlement, with
the lowest population potential estimates.
The aforementioned considerations show
multifaceted nature of population potential
not only in the context of its interpretation
but in terms of its usefulness and application,
as well as the forces affecting it. It is therefore important to utilize this variety and
to look at the model of population potential
as an instrument suitable for the understanding of population redistribution in a broader
geographical context.

Conclusion
In this article we attempt to analyze population potential and its impact on population
redistribution in the case study region Stredné Považie from the long-term historical perspective. We point out some implications and
key features in the changing nature of population potential in the last 50 years as well
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as insight into its future trajectory. We calculated population potential values and display
them on maps which allows us to represent
geographically the main lines of force in terms
of population redistribution. Thus we obtain
a realistic image of the territorial structure
of population distribution and the spatial links
and interaction taking place therein. Throughout the research we came across several interesting findings:
• Population potential in the region Stredné
Považie was to a large extent influenced
and formed by its historical specialization
on heavy engineering and weaponry and
following localization of industrial companies in this area, and this trend seems
to persist.
• Specific geographical location of the region itself plays an important role here,
since mountains surrounding the region act
as a natural barrier to interactions which
foreshadow the redistribution of population and the core of population potential
to the central parts of the region.
• During the last 50 years, population potential was progressing and strengthening its
position, thus nowadays represents a stable core of interactions in the regions seen
as a more compact belt stretching through
the region.
• An interesting conclusion can be drawn
from the rural-urban perspective as well.
Generally, as we move back from country
or rural areas toward a great city there
is a rise in potential because of the greater concentration of people there (Faíña
& López-Rodríguez 2006). Although, within
a given geographical space, identified core
of population potential is in a close proximity to some industrial cities (e.g. Dubnica
nad Váhom, Ilava, Trenčín), the highest
value of population potential was recorded in the surrounding rural municipalities
where many headquarters of the industrial
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companies are situated. Unlike their peripheral counterparts, mostly remote rural
areas characterized by rather scattered
settlement, rural areas in the central parts
of the region have prerequisites for further
development of population potential which
may positively influence population redistribution in this areas.
In our study we point out only some of the
key aspects related to the issue of population
potential and its further implication for population redistribution. However, as declared
by the literature review, population potential, and interaction potential as such, provide a wide scope for a scientific, especially
geographical research. With this in mind,
we see further possibility of extension of our
research mostly in inclusion of interactions
across the regional and even state borders,
since the effects of external interactions could
shape the population potential in another direction provided that the size of population
and the strength of its potential outside the
region would be significant. So far, reflection
on whether and to what extent this might
be relevant, remains only on a theoretical
level.
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